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Punggol likely to have more private homes than 
other areas 

 

The Straits Times  

Friday, Oct 19, 2012  

THE fast-growing area of Punggol could end up with a greater proportion of private 

homes than in other parts of the country. 

Private units average about 18 per cent of the housing mix across the country but one 

expert tips that it could go as high as 25 per cent in Punggol "as aspirations of people 

grow". 

PropNex chief executive Mohamed Ismail said this would work out to about 24,000 

private units given that Punggol is expected to host around 96,000 homes eventually. 

The 6,400 private dwellings there now - all uncompleted - will make up about 13 per 

cent of all units in the area by 2016, when about 48,000 homes will have been 

completed. 

Last night, National Development Minister Khaw Boon Wan told an audience that 

Punggol will eventually have "nearly 100,000" public and private homes, up from the 

around 26,000 completed public housing ones now. 

Besides the private and executive condos that are either newly launched or under 

construction, there are also just over 100 landed completed homes in Punggol as of the 

second quarter, said the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA). 
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But it did not say how many more private homes will be added to the mix eventually. 

While most property experts were undecided on which plots will be used for private 

housing, Mr Ismail said they are likely to be near the MRT station or amenities as buyers 

will be paying a "premium" over public homes. 

But all the new homes could add stress to the infrastructure in the area, said Mr Lee Sze 

Teck, Dennis Wee Group's senior manager of training, research and consultancy. 

"Higher than estimated number of residential homes means added stress on the 

transportation network," he noted, adding that the nearby expressways and the North-

East MRT Line "are already pushing the max capacity during peak hours". 

Savills' research head Alan Cheong said it is this sustainability issue that will set the 

area apart from suburbs like Pasir Ris, Tampines and Jurong East. 

"How well a town can sustain so many homes will depend greatly on how efficient the 

public transportation will be," he noted. 

"When the population packs in and the density of the island increases, even a slight 

reduction in transportation time or reduced MRT cabin congestion may amplify itself 

favourably through the price mechanism." 

Still, consultants said the "waterfront living lifestyle" Punggol offers should prove a draw. 

"This concept... coupled with newer and better designed flats in Punggol, might lead to 

higher cash over valuation (COV) being asked by sellers," Mr Lee said. 

PropNex's Mr Ismail added: "It's too early to say but the future generation might like 

living here... This estate will be much newer than say, Tampines." 
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Punggol development: Phase 2 plan unveiled  
Khaw says it'll cover developments over 15 years and beyond  
 

BY MINDY TAN 
 

 
 

 
 

 



THE Housing & Development Board (HDB) yesterday unveiled plans for the next phase of Punggol's development, 
including a new Northshore District that will be carved out for more seafront public housing.   
 
Northshore District will be one of seven distinct waterfront housing areas, of which Waterway East and Waterway West 
Districts are already under development.  
 
Not only will Northshore District be home to Punggol's tallest residential buildings, at 29 storeys, they will also boast fully 
underground car parks in a bid to provide a greener and more spacious environment at the ground level.  
 
Both Northshore and Matilda Districts can expect public housing projects to be launched over the next five years.  
 
Based on Punggol's masterplan, the projected number of private and HDB homes in Punggol is 96,000. To date, some 
26,400 units of public housing have been completed, with 15,800 units launched or under construction. On the private 
housing end, 6,400 have been launched or are under construction.  
 

This puts Punggol on track to complete 48,000 units by 2016.  
 
Of the 957 hectares (ha) that is Punggol, some 422 ha have been set aside for residential use, with the remaining 535 
ha designated for other uses, including transportation networks, schools, commercial, and religious purposes, added 
HDB. 
 
National Development Minister Khaw Boon Wan said: "We are now ready to launch the next phase of Punggol's 
development. Punggol Phase II will cover developments over the next 15 years and beyond."  
 
Other plans to enliven Punggol include the introduction of a waterfront Market Village bordering on the south of the 
Coney Channel, a Learning Corridor designated to house future education institutions and a Creative Cluster designed 
to host new commercial activities.  
 
Residents can also look forward to more recreational spaces and commercial amenities such as a new sports complex, 
a horse riding centre and a hawker centre. 
 
To ensure that Punggol does not lose its green features, more green parks and corridors will be integrated with the 
waterfront promenades. In addition, the old Punggol Road will be conserved as a heritage trail and transformed as a 

pedestrianised green corridor for joggers and cyclists.  
 
Mr Khaw was speaking at the HDB Awards 2012, where he presented 21 awards to HDB's consultants and contractors 
to recognise their achievements and innovative efforts in undertaking public housing developments.  
 
The "Punggol: Discover Possibilities" exhibition will be launched at HDB Hub to recap the progress of Punggol to date, 
share with the public the short-term plans and invite feedback for the longer-term plans.  
 
The exhibition ends on Oct 28.  
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More space for foreign schools  
 

By Amelia Tan      Wed, Mar 31, 2010 

MORE public buildings and land will be released by the Government for up to three more foreign schools to 

meet the schooling needs of the growing expatriate community. 

At full capacity, the three schools can take in between 4,500 and 7,500 students. 

Currently, there are 94,000 international students enrolled in governent and private schools here. 

The new foreign schools can occupy the former Chong Boon Primary School in Ang Mo Kio Street 44, the 

former Nan Chiau High School in Kim Yam Road and three empty sites in Bukit Batok Road, Punggol Field 

Walk and Yishun Avenue 1. 

The first can open as early as 2013 and the other two within the next five years after that, to add to the 41 

international schools operating here already. 

This is the second time that the Government has released vacant land and properties to meet the schooling needs 

of the growing expatriate community. 

In 2008, the Economic Development Board (EDB) announced that seven sites would be made available for up to 

four international schools to ease the supply crunch situation at that time. 

Many international schools then were full, and the popular ones had long waiting lists. The shortage of places 

was so dire that it was a stumbling block for companies looking to bring in expatriate employees and their 

families. 

When contacted, Member of Parliament Josephine Teo, the chairman of the Government Parliamentary 

Committee for Education, estimated that the three schools, if constructed, will ease the supply crunch - for now. 

However, it remains to be seen if they would be sufficient in the long run as Singapore positions to be an 

attractive Asian hub for global talent, she told The Straits Times. 

'It will be a matter of time before the additional places may not be enough and we will need to review the 

situation,' she said. 

When asked if the expatriate community should consider Singapore schools for their children, Mrs Teo said 

there is already a growing number of foreigners who send their children to schools here to immerse them in a 

Mandarin-speaking environment. 

However, expatriates may still prefer to send their children to international schools, she said. 

Typically, most stay here for a few years before going back to their countries and prefer to send their children to 

international schools which they are more familiar with and can get used to quickly, Mrs Teo added. 

The supply crunch had eased considerably since last year when a new international school Stamford American 

International School was set up. Older schools such as the United World College of South East Asia and the 

Australian International School Singapore have also expanded their premises. 

The EDB's executive director of human capital and professional services Toh Wee Khiang said that demand for 

places in international schools held strong last year despite the recession, and is expected to grow as the 

economy bounces back. 
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The EDB received more than 20 proposals in 2008 and Mr Toh expects the response from interested schools this 

time round to be 'comparable'. 

He said proposals would be assessed on factors such as quality of education programmes, track record, and 

investment commitments. 

The EDB may make available other plots of land for international schools in the future based on strength of 

demand, he added. 

This article was first published in The Straits Times.  
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